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SUMMARY

The 49th issue of the Bulletin ―Ukrainian Religious Studies‖ consists
such thematic blocks:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

―DISCIPLINARY RELIGIOUS STUDIES‖
―RELIGION IS IN CONTEXT OF SPIRITUAL LIFE‖
―HISTORY OF RELIGIOUS AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES IDEA‖
―HISTORY OF RELIGION‖
―HISTORY OF RELIGION AND CHURCH IN UKRAINE‖
―RELIGIOUS STUDIES DISSERTATION OF 2008‖

The rubric “DISCIPLINARY RELIGIOUS STUDIES”:
The department of philosophy of religion of Religious Studies
Department of Institute of Philosophy of National Academy of sciences of
Ukraine during 2006-2008 executed the noted planned theme. Below give its
sections in thesis exposition. Fully research material will be printed in a
monography after the same name, which will go out in light to the end of
2009 year. A book it is possible it will be to use as by a train aid on Religious
Studies specializations.
In the rubric “RELIGION IS IN CONTEXT OF SPIRITUAL
LIFE” there are in particular the following papers:
K.Nedzel‘skyi ―Soteriological function of woman in national life of
the Ukrainian people‖; I.Bulyha ―Educational discipline is «Christian
ethics»: outside-confessional aspect‖; L.Pogorila ―Catholic bioethics as
moral regulator of human action‖; O.Savchuk ―The problem of present-day
Greek-Catholicism‘s religious pluralism in conditions of post-modern‖.
In the rubric “HISTORY OF RELIGIOUS AND RELIGIOUS
STUDIES IDEA” there are in particular the following paper:
Ya.Marchenko ―System of Origene‗s Opinions Accourding to Work
―About Elements‖: A.Rusnac ―Religious-philosophical conception of
Etienne Gilson: analysis of creation and structure of metaphysics‖.
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In the rubric “HISTORY OF RELIGION” there are in particular
the following papers:
G.Sagan ―State regulaition of church policy in socialist Yugoslavia
after Second World Warm‖; L.Borodinska ―Activity of Evangelic
Christians in Poland (1918-1939)‖.
In the rubric "HISTORY OF RELIGION AND CHURCH IN
UKRAINE" there are in particular the following papers:
M.Kozlov "Influence of late heathen societies is on the world view of
East Slavs of Early-Christianity period"; N.Katunina, H.Katunina "The
Soviet legal proceedings in struggle against religious cults in Crimea (2080th of XX century). In article is a judicial branch in struggle against
religious cults is displayed. Also the facts of use of legal system in struggle
against religion and cults are shown"; O.Bykova "Leadthrough of
campaign from the exception of Church values in the period of hunger of
1921-1923"; R.Mnozhyns'ka "To history of the Ukrainian-German
confessional mutual relations (1st half of XVI century)"; P.Yamchuk
"Metropolitan Petro Mogila and his influence on modern religiously
national processes in Ukraine": O.Gnatchuk "Religious basis of activity of
womanish organizations in the days of national revival on Bukovyna (end
of XIX - beginning of XX century); I.Muzychka "Place of Ukrainian
Theological Scientific Society in history of Ukrainian Church and
theology"; O.Buravs'kyi "Eleemosynary and cultural and educational
activity Roman Catholic Church on Right-bank Ukraine (end of ХVІII beginning of XX century); R.Boyko "Activity of Greek-Catholics in the
second half of 1960 - first half of 1980 as a display of anti-soviet
opposition in society of western areas of Ukraine"; V.Borshchevych.
"Mental horizons of orthodox clergy of Volyn' 20-30th years of the
twentieth century"; Ya.Stotskyi "The influence of state authority on the
situation of communities of late Protestantism in western regions of
Ukraine in 1947-1953"; R.Sitarchuk "Review of modern historiography
researches from history of Adventists of the Seventh day in Ukraine".

